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Executive Director's Message

Message du directeur general

Broadening our reach

Un lectorat elargi

As you will see in this issue of University Manager, CAUBO is about to launch a completely
re-designed web site that more than ever will be
our main communications tool. But, this is not
to say that the web site is our only instrument
to reach university administrators. This magazine is also a very
important tool. In the last two
years, we have increased the
direct mailing list from 2800 to
over 4000 people now receiving
the magazine directly.

Comme vous le verrez dans ce numero,
l'ACPAU effectuera bientot le lancement de
son site web entierement reconfigure et qui
deviendra plus que jamais un moyen privilegie
de communication avec les membres. Ce ne sera
evidemment pas le seul moyen
de communication puisque le
magazine Cestion universitaire
fait aussi partie de cette categoric Au cours des deux dernieres
annees, notre fichier d'adresses
est passe de 2800 a plus de 4000
membres qui recoivent maintenant la revue.

A survey done by the Canadian Business Press indicates that
each issue of a specialized busiUn recent sondage conduit
ness publication like University
par la «Canadian Business
Manager reaches four readers
Press » indique qu'une revue
(primary and pass-along readspecialisee comme Gestion
Jacques Samson
ers). Therefore, we are confident
universitaire est lue par quarre
that University Manager now reaches well over lecteurs, soil trois lecteurs qui ont acces a la
12,000 people in Canadian universities and
publication en plus de la personne qui la recoit
colleges.
directement. C'est done plus de 12000 personnes
qui nous lisent dans les universites et colleges
It is important to note that the institutions
du Canada.
themselves have requested that the magazine

AM.

be sent directly to more and more people. Following last year's update of the membership
databank, we now mail directly to more than
800 people holding academic appointments
such as deans, associate vice-presidents academic and vice-presidents academic. This is
in addition to our traditional members in a
wide spectrum of administrative positions
and including most people holding management positions.
We certainly welcome the opportunity to
reach our colleagues in the academic administration sector. Universities have become
such complex institutions that there are fewer
and fewer issues that are strictly academic
or administrative. We hope that more people
working in faculties, departments and research
centres will be exposed to the many positive
and constructive initiatives of CAUBO in its
continuous quest for administrative efficiency
in support of the academic mission of our
institutions. U^

Fait a noter, ce sont les etablissements
eux-memes qui ont demande a augmenter le
nombre de recipiendaires directs. Depuis la
derniere mise a jour du fichier, nous comptons
plus de 800 personnes qui occupent une fonction
dans le secteur de ['administration academique,
soit des vice-recteurs aux etudes, des vicerecteurs adjoints, et de tres nombreux doyens et
doyennes. Sans compter bien sur nos membres
reguliers oeuvrant dans la plupart des fonctions
administratives de direction.
Nous nous rejouissons d'avoir l'occasion
de rejoindre nos collegues dans le secteur de
l'administration academique. Les universites
sont devenues des organisations complexes et
il y a de moins en moins de problematiques qui
sont purement academiques ou administratives.
Nous souhaitons qu'un nombre croissant
de personnes travaillant dans les facultes,
les departements et les centres de recherche
aient ainsi l'occasion de prendre connaissance
des nombreuses initiatives des membres de
l'ACPAU dans leur quete incessante d'efficacite
administrative au soutien de la mission
academique de nos institutions, ytt

ake the difference.
Datatel's people are the heart
and soul of our company.
Our passion and commitment to
your success is what sets us apart.
Unlike most technology companies, we fully
understand the unique needs of colleges and
universities. Most of us have backgrounds in higher
education, so we're uniquely qualified to help you
achieve your institutional goals.
Datatel provides more than quality products. We
deliver complete, fully integrated solutions that meet
your unique needs. And our dedicated Services
Professionals are there to help you every step of the
way — implementing solutions that are on time and
within budget, and making the complex seem simple.
For nearly a quarter-century, the people at Datatel
have focused exclusively on higher education. During
that time, more than 600 colleges and universities
have chosen Datatel as their solutions partner.
Datatel is the industry leader for many reasons. Our
core strength will always be our people — and the
enduring relationships we've built with our Clients.
To discover more about Datatel's people, our
solutions, and our commitment to excellence,
please visit www.datatel.com, or call
1.800. DATATEL

///DATATEL
Solutions for higher e d u c a t i o n

www.datatel.com

A NEW CAUBO WEB SITE
As this issue of University Manager reaches you, CAUBO is
preparing to launch a new, totally re-designed web site. Mark
your calendars - February 2 is the date chosen to unveil our
new web site at the same address (www.caubo.ca).
This new web site will be our primary communications tool
and is an important step in our efforts to establish a clearinghouse of information related to university administration. In
addition to a new look, the web site will contain many new
features that we hope will make it a site of choice for all
university administrators. Among the new features:
1 . Easy navigation
The structure of the web site has been re-organized to make navigation
as easy as possible. The new site architecture makes finding information easy. Using our extensive drop-down menus, the visitor is always
only one click away from the information he/she is looking for.
2. One-to-one English/French page links
The new web site supports a one-to-one language correspondence on
all pages using the English and Francois links in the top navigation.
3. Secure documents
A new, advanced security model will allow for a secured access to
certain documents and databanks.
4 . Polling option
An Opinion Poll feature will allow web site administrators to post
a question and have answers tabulated automatically. Constituent
groups can create polls specific to their audience.
•

To test our new surveying capacity, aiTreaders of this issue of
University Manager are especially invited to log on to the new
web site between February 2 and February 13 to complete a short
readership survey.
Visil the new CAUBO web site at www.caubo.ca and click
on Surveys in the horizontal navigation bar, then on UM Survey.
Filling in your responses will only take a few minutes. You can
also immediately see the results up to the moment you visit us.
Come back often to see new results. This survey will allow us to
improve future issues of University Manager magazine.
While you are on the site, take a minute to familiarize yourself
with the new features. We thank you for your contribution
The Editor

5. Online surveying.
This will allow constituent groups to create online surveys with direct
tabulation and access to.the results. Information for the investment
survey and financial information survey will now be transmitted
online.
*
6. Separate constituent pages
Each constituent group represented by CAUBO will have its own
section on the web site, available through the left navigation. New
groups can be added.
•
7. Direct access t o membership information
CAUBO's membership database will be available online. Membership information displayed on the web site will always be current,
and members will be able to update their contact information using
our secure online form.
8. Online procurement system
A new online procurement module will allow us to manage the
national contracts directly online, from the posting of RFPs to the
presentation of those contracts.
•
9. Careers page featuring j o b postings
Job postings for member organizations will be available through an
online submission form.

www.caubo.ca

10. Easy t o maintain
Using a two-tiered approach to content management, CAUBO web
site administrators will be able to update the web site content on a
regular basis and add new pages as needed.

r " i
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UN NOUVEAU SITE WEB A L'ACPAU
Au moment de recevoir ce numero de notre revue, I'ACPAU planifie le lancement d'un nouveau site web entierement repense.
Inscrivez a vos agendas le 2 fevrier, le jour de la mise en operation
du nouveau site, toujours a la meme adresse (www.acpau.ca).
Ce nouveau site sera notre moyen privilegie de communication
et constitue une etape importante dans nos efforts pour creer un
centre d'echanges d'information sur I'administration universitaire. En plus d'une nouvelle apparence, le site comprend plusieurs
caracteristiques qui, nous I'esperons, en feront un site de choix
pour tous les administrateurs universitaires. Parmi celles-ci :

•^^H?^>', --'JH;~^^ffif''*

1. Une navigation facile
La structure du site .1 etc reorganisee pour faciliter la navigation le plus
possible, [/architecture du nouveau site permettra de trouver facilcment
•'information rechcrchee. A I'aide de nos menus deroulants, le visiteur
n'est jamais qu'.i un die de I'informatiorl qu'il on elle recherche.

uetes
Pour mcltro .1 I'essai les nouvollcs fonctionnalitcs d'enquote, nous
invitons tous les livtoursot Ie< trices do la revueS \ isiter notre nouveau
silo web entre le 2 el le l> levrier el ,1 completer 1111 court solid
Visitiv le nouveau silo Jo I'At'PAL ,1 I'.ulrosso www.,11 p.ui 1 .1.
clique/ sur loboiilon / iii/m'/r-. cl.ins l,i barn-do navigation superieuro,
puis sur Enqulte CU. II ne TOUS faudra qui' quelques minutes pour
lopoiulio ,uix questions et vous pourre/ voir immediatement les
rcponsesc ompilcosacc moment. Kovomv plus I.ml voir les nouveaux
resultats. ( c somlago nous aidora ,1 amolion-r l,i revue.
Et pendant quo v o u s y etes, profitez-en pour v o u s Familiarise]
•IVOI t o n t e s les c a r a c t e r i s t i q u e s d u n o u v e a u site. N o u s v o u s

remei

cions a I'avance.
L'editeur

2. Un lien direct a la page dans I'autre langue
Le nouveau site permet d'acceder dircctcnicnt a la page corrcspondante
dans I'autre langue en utilisant le bouton Francais ou English dans la barre
de navigation supdricure. •

3. Des documents securises
Un nouveau modele de conlrole de I'acccs permettra de seruriser certains
documents et bases de donndes.

4. Dei sondages d'opinion
Un mccanismcdcsondaged'opinion permettra .nix administrateurs du site
d'interroger les visiteurs et de presenter les resultats immediatement. Les
divers grnupes constituents pourront aussi sunder leurs membres.

•
5. Enquete en ligne
Cctte fonction permettra aux groupes constituants de creer en ligne leurs •
propres onquctcs et sondages et de presenter directemenl les resultats. Nos
sondages sur les placements et sur I'infurination financiere des universiles
et colldges pourra aussi ctrc transmise en ligne.

6. Des doeuments web pour chaque groupe constituant
Chaque groupe constituant membre*de I'ACPAU pourra avoir sa propre
section sur le site et sera accessible par la barre de navigation de gauche.
De nouveaux groupes pourront s'ajouter.

7. Acces direct a la banque de donnees des membres
La banque deJonnees des membres de I'ACI'AHJ sera dorenavant accessible en ligne. Les membres pourront modifier leurs coordonnees par un
acces securise et la banque sera ainsi maintenue a jour.

8. Un systeme de gestion en ligne des ententes nationales
en matiere d'approvisionnement.
Ce nouveau module permettra de gerer les ententes nationales a partir de
Vappel d'offres jusqu'a I'affichage public de I'entente.

au.ca

9. Une section reservee pour I'affichage des postes
Les ct.ihlisscnicnls membres pourront afficher les postes disponibles en
ligne.

10. Une mise a jour facilitee
Au moyen d'une approchc .1 deux niveaux, les gestionnaircs du site
pourront facilement mettre a jour I'information disponible et ajouter, au
besoin, de nouveaux documents.

People Moves

Raise your academic
standards with
predictive modeling

New appointments/Nominations
Pauline McCormack, Executive Director, Human Resources, Brock University
Pauline McCormack has officially been
appointed Executive Director of Human
Resources at Brock University. She had
been serving as Acting Director, Human
Resources since the retirement of I larold
Leece last March.
Jennifer Yip Choy, Chief Business
Development Officer, University of
Calgary
[ennifer Yip Choy lias ITCH appointed
Chief Business Developmenl Officer ai
the University ol ( algary where she will
be responsible for finding new revenue
streams for the uni\ ersity. [ennifer had
been the U of C's Director of Risk Man
agemeni. Safety ,\mi Security,

Will you enroll more students next year?
Improve the quality of students in your
faculties? Don't guess...know ahead
of time with predictive modeling from
Noel-Levitz. Use precise, data-driven
enrolment predictions to shape your
incoming class before you even begin
recruiting.
Find out more...ask about our free Web
conference on predictive modeling.

Noel-Levit? Contact Noel"Lev1tz
1-877-828-6236
or e-mail drew-ness@noellevitz.com
CANADA,..
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Gayle Gorrill, Associate Vice-President (Administration), University of
Calgary
Gayle Gorrill has been appointed Associate Vice-President (Administration)
at the University of Calgary. She u as
most recently employed by the Cal
Health Region in Operations reporting
directly to the Executive Vice-President
and ( hi.'i Operating Offli ei
John Osborne, Internal Auditor, I'm
versify of Windsor
[ohn Osborne has been appointed
Internal Auditor for the University of
indsor.

I

'aniel Beneteau,
vice-recteur
aux
Di
ressources humaines
et a l'administration,
Universite du Quebec
a Rimouski
Daniel Beneteau est nomine
au poste de vice-recteur
aux ressources humaines
et a 1'aJminUtration a
I'universih* du Qu6bei a Rimouski.
M. Bengteau supervise la gestion des
ressources humaines, les activites budggtaires, la gestion des terrains, des bailments ei des equipements, les services
auxiliaires el la security les procedures
administratives.

En mouvement
Marc Garneau,
Chancellor,
Carleton University
Marc Garneau, Head
of the Canadian Space
Agency was recently
appointed Carleton
University's ninth
Chancellor.
Peter Halprin, Executive Director, Association of Atlantic Universities
The Association of Atlantic Universities (AAU) has appointed senior public
affairs consultant Peter Halprin of Halifax as its new Executive Director. As well
as managing the AAU's overall strategic
and operational functions on behalf of
the region's 17 universities, he will
provide similar services to the Council
of Nova Scotia University Presidents
(CONSUP). Peter had spent the last 16
years with Corporate Communications
Limited in Halifax where he specialized
in public affairs management, marketing
communications, crisis and risk communications, and news media relations.

New CAUBO Committee
Members/Nouveaux membres
de comite de I'ACPAU
Human Resources/Ressources
Humaines:
Louise Page-Valin, Assistant
Vice-Rector, Labour Relati
and I [uman Resource
University of Ottawa
Jacques 1'lamondon, Vice President
Administration, University du
Quel
Michael Roughneen, Assistant
Vice-President, (Personnel Vrvices),
Dalhousie University
Barb Smith, 1 )irector I [uman

Resources, Brandon University
Connie Vander Wall, Director
oi Human Resources. Xipissing
irsity

Treasury Committee/Comite de
tresorerie:
David Stewart. Vice-President,
Administration, Mount Allison
isilv

New CAUBO Corporate Member/
Nouveaux membres corporatifs
de I'ACPAU
Burgundy Asset Management I ul.
lorontoON - Lloyd B.irbara

AMI PARTNERS INC.
Investment Counsel

Our investment process combines..

Extraordinary
analytical thinking

with

Exceptional
deductive skills

Check US om at www.amipartntrs.com or contact Craig Utbbctt at {416) 865-2996 / clabbett® amipartners.com
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i 15 juin
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
A

ie University of Saskatchewan, together with
St. Thomas More College, is pleased to welcome
delegates, partners and sponsors to Saskatoon
for the 61st Annual CAUBO Conference.
C'est avec plaisir que I'Universite de la
Saskatchewan et le St. Thomas More College
accueilleront les delegues, leurs conjoints
ainsi que les partenaires corporatifs a
I'occasion du 61e conares annuel de I'ACPAU.

i ideas
•.:

,9.

•• •

4"

*

'.*§

•

•

t* •

V
Stay tuned for more details c|t JvwW.caubo.ca
JS d'information, visitez'frequemment www.acpau.ca
www.a

When it comes to great low rates for members, Budget consistently makes the grade as CAUBO's preferred
Car and Truck Rental supplier. We have more locations than any other car rental company in Canada and the
largest fleet in the industry. And, for when you're in a hurry, our Fastbreak™ Express Service will get you on
your way in record time. Enroll in Fastbreak Express Service, it's FREE. Visit www.caubo.ca to enroll online.

Book your next rental at www.caubo.ca or call 1-800 268 8900 for reservations. En Frangais, 1-800 268 8970.
Quote BCD# A136100 at time of rental for discounted rates. Valid at participating Canadian Budget locations.

Buckiet

CAubo
EXPRESS SERVICE EXPRESS

www.budget.com

CAubo
I

ACpAIJ
The 2004 Quality and
Productivity Awards Program
CAUBO's Quality and Productivity Awards Program is designed to recognize, reward and share university achievements in improving the quality and reducing the costs of higher education programs and
services.
This annual program offers CAUBO member institutions and their administrative and support managers and staff an opportunity to win National and Regional awards. Three National award winners will
earn prizes of $10,000 (V), $5,000 (2nd) and $3,000 (3rd). The best submissions will also be recognized for
the Regions of Atlantic Canada, Quebec, Ontario and Western Canada as well as Honourable Mentions.
All award winners and honorable mentions will be invited to present their submissions during a poster
session in the exhibit hall at the conference.
For more information on the program and application procedures and forms, please consult the Awards
section of the CAUBO web site at www.caubo.ca, or contact the designated CAUBO representative at
your institution (usually the Vice-President, Administration).
***DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS IS MARCH 5, 2004

Programme de prix de la qualite
et de la productivite pour 2004
Le Programme de prix de la qualite et de la productivite de 1' ACPAU recompense et fait connaitre les realisations des universites en matiere d'amelioration de la qualite et de reduction des couts des programmes
et services de 1'enseignement superieur.
Ce programme annuel donne 1'occasion aux etablissements membres de l'ACPAU et a leurs gestionnaires et employes des services administratifs et de soutien de gagner un prix national ou regional. Les
laureats nationaux obtiendront des prix de 10 000$ (l' r ), 5 000$ (2fmi) et 3 000$ (3fmo). Des prix regionaux
seront accordes aux meilleures soumissions des regions de 1'Atlantique, du Quebec, de l'Ontario et de
l'Ouest ainsi que des mentions honorables. Les gagnants des prix et mentions honorables seront invites
a presenter leur projet dans le cadre d'une session sur affiche qui se tiendra dans le hall des exposants
lors du congres.
Pour plus de renseignements sur le programme et pour les instructions et formule de mise en candidature, veuillez consulter la section Prix du site web de l'ACPAU a l'adresse www.acpau.ca. Vous pouvez
aussi entrer en contact avec le representant designe de l'ACPAU de votre etablissement (normalement
le vice-recteur a l'administration).
***LA DATE LIMITE EST LE 5 MARS 2004
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Smart enough to work in the most prestigious universities, why do top colleges employ
Maytag laundry equipment? After careful study, they concluded Maytag's full line of coin- and debit card-ready
washers and dryers delivers unmatched dependability and performance. Not to mention the Commercial Neptune*
washer can save them up to 50% on overall water and energy costs' The Commercial Neptune's record of energy
efficiency has earned it an ENERGY STAR* rating. What's more, schools know they can count on top-notch service
from their Maytag Commercial Laundry supplier. It all goes to explain why the Commercial Neptune is the fastest-selling
Maytag commercial washer. So help your school work a little smarter by enrolling Maytag washers and dryers today. For
more information and the name of your Maytag Commercial Laundry supplier, call toll-free at 1-800-688-0208 or visit
us at MaytagCommercialLaundry.com. Maytag. Laundry solutions from a partner you can depend on.

•Compared to standard top-load washets

Human Resources

Performance,
performance,
performance
Byfim Horn, Director, Human Resources, Zayed University, Dubai, UAE

T

he online survey (38 Canadian
Universities) conducted by UThink
Strategic Counsel was recently
reported on in the media. Headlines like
"Students give small universities highest grades" were the typical theme of
the reporting. In an interview with CTV,
Allan Gregg of UThink used the word
"disconnected" in reference to community,
other students, and faculty to describe the
students overall educational experience
in bigger universities. The survey results
were interpreted to suggest that students
at smaller universities are happier with
their schools. One might present an argument either way since there are clearly
advantages and disadvantages to choosing a university on the basis of size. But,
a student has a choice in selecting large,
medium or small. And there are many
factors (other than size) that each student
would take into account in making his or
her choice. However, once the student has
entered the chosen university, there is one
thing that is common to all universities.
The student experience will be largely
determined on the basis of the people with
whom that particular student interacts.
Not only 'who' but 'how.' It is this level
of performance that will have the greatest
impact on the overall student experience.
It is this level that drives each university's
image and reputation. Therefore, each university should ensure that its performance
management processes are achieving what
you want them to achieve.
How effectively is your university managing employee performance? What type
of underlying philosophy forms the basis
of your performance review programs?
There are many different opinions on
what is effective and efficient in terms
of performance management programs
within any organizational setting. From an
organizational culture viewpoint, universities are complex, especially in the area of

14
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performance management. The academic
culture does not lend itself to the more
traditional forms of performance review.
On the one hand, academics spare no feelings when they assess their 'colleagues'
for promotion or tenure. Anyone who has
experience with faculty grievances knows
that the animosities created through these
processes last a lifetime. This same critical
thinking often carries over into their role as
managers when they assess support staff.
Then there are the unions who have quite
a different perspective regarding performance review processes.

ff

Engaging the
employee in the
process of
self-evaluation
is a powerful
methodology."

There is absolutely no question that,
whatever the university environment,
the university administration requires the
ability to address serious performance
problems. The disciplinary process is
designed for these purposes. Although
this is not a simple process to administer,
it can be effective if properly designed
and applied. This is true for all employees
- faculty, staff or administrators. However, let's say that at the maximum you
may have 5% of your workforce that have
serious performance issues. You still have
95% who are satisfactory, but who range
significantly in their performance levels.
Some employees are performing at a very
high level, some are at a minimally acceptable level, and most are in between. This
article deals with the 95%.
So, what should one do? The answer

is embedded in another question - what
do you want to achieve? Do you want
to use a top down approach? Are you
simply trying to get rid of a problem? Or,
are you trying to encourage the employee
to perform at his or her best? Are you
confusing the disciplinary process with
the performance review process? Has your
university become overly legalistic? What
outcome are you seeking?
If your objective is to stimulate all
employees to perform at their best and
you believe that this is not now happening, then perhaps a different approach is
needed. One method is to use a developmental process where self-evaluation is
a key component. Each employee has a
much better understanding of his or her
performance levels than most people think.
Engaging the employee in the process of
self-evaluation is a powerful methodology.
It is also practical in that it distributes the
workload by ensuring that performance
and work objectives are reviewed at least
once a year. Ideally, one would want an
ongoing process. Granted, your ability to
use such a process may be limited in your
organization. However, this process will
work well in universities regardless of the
level or the type of position.
The process design is very simple.
The base document that one would use
is the job description. The job description is a snapshot of the job assignment
and it needs to be reviewed at least once
a year. Then one needs a framework for
the self-assessment. The questions should
be designed to fit the position level. Some
suggested questions follow:
• Please look back over the last 12 months
and assess how well you believe
you have performed your job. What
particular tasks, projects or achievements come to mind that you were
particularly pleased with? Were there
any tasks, projects or situations that, in

Human Resources

hindsight, you believe you could have
done better? Overall, how do you think
you have done?
• In reviewing the past year, were there
any problems you encountered that you
believe have affected your ability to perform your job? Were there any obstacles
that either limited or adversely affected
your job performance? Did you lack the
proper equipment? Were there any systems problems? Were there any people
problems?
• What work objectives have you set for
the next 12 months? What do you see
as the work priorities in the next 12
months? Are there any known new or
special activities that you will face in
the next 12 months? Do you have any
questions concerning your job responsibilities during the next 12 months?
• Are there any training programs you
think you would like to take during the
next 12 months? Are there any areas
for self-development in which you are
interested? Are you interested in being
involved in some other work activity in
which you are not currently involved?
• Is there any other matter that you would
like to discuss?
The self-evaluation is provided to the
supervisor by the employee and a meeting is scheduled. This process could be in
two stages. The first stage is to listen to
the employee to fully appreciate his or her

To really make a difference - to make
the approach 'developmental' - it is very
important that the documentation around
this discussion between the supervisor and
the employee be confidential. This means
that no copies of the documents developed
in this process would be filed on the 'official' personnel files of the organization. It
is imperative that the process be informal
to be effective. The underlying value on
which this process is based is trust. As an
administrator, you might want to try this
approach with your administrative assistant to see how it works. By using this process tool, you can then judge the potential
for your university. If you believe that your
performance systems are not working, then
perhaps this different approach may be of
interest to you and your university. ^

assessment. The second stage would be for
the supervisor to share his or her thinking. In preparing for the second stage, the
supervisor should be prepared to answer
the following questions:
• Is the employee's self-assessment of his
or her job performance for the past 12
months consistent with your assessment?
What is similar? What is different?
• What is your assessment of the employee's performance against the work objectives that had been set for this employee
for the year?
• Is the employee's perception of the work
objectives and priorities for the next 12
months consistent with your judgement
of what needs to be done? Are the objectives consistent with your unit's goals and
objectives?

i
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Ressources humaines

Performance,
performance,
performance
Par ]im Horn, Director, Human Resources, Zayed University, Dubai, UAE

L

e sondage en ligne (38 universites
participantes) dirige par UThink
Strategic Counsel a recemment fait
la manchette des medias. On y a vu des
titres comme «Les etudiants accordent les
meilloures notes aux petites universit6s».
Dans une entrevue a la chaine CTV,
Allan Gregg de UThink a utilise le mot
« deconnecte » de la communaute, des
autres etudiants et du corps professoral
pour decrire l'experience des etudiants
et etudiantes dans les etablissements de
grande taille. Les resultats du sondage
semblent suggerer que les etudiants et
etudiantes des plus petits etablissements
sont plus satisfaits. II y a cependant des
avantages et des desavantages a choisir
un etablissement en raison de sa taille
seulement, sans tenir compte des autres
elements. Une fois ce choix fait cependant,
il y a une constante dans toutes les
universites, l'experience de I'etudiant/e
sera grandement influencee par les gens
avec lesquels il ou elle interagit. Non
seulement avec qui, mais aussi comment.
C'est done ce type de performance qui
influence le plus l'experience de 1'etudiant.
C'est a ce niveau que se faconne l'image et
la reputation d'un etablissement. Chaque
universite doit done s'assurer d'avoir des
processus de gestion du rendement qui
atteignent les buts vises.
Quelle est l'efficacit6 de votre gestion
du rendement du personnel ? Quelle
philosophie oriente vos programmes
devaluation du rendement ?
Les opinions divergent sur les
programmes de gestion du rendement les
plus performants. Du point de vue de la
culture organisationnelle, l'universite est
un milieu complexe, particulierement en
ce qui a trait a la gestion du rendement.
La culture academique ne se prete pas
bien aux formes plus traditionnelles
d'examen du rendement. Par ailleurs, les
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professeurs sont souvent assez severes
lorsqu'ils evaluent leurs « collegues » en
vue d'une promotion ou de la permanence.
L'animosite soulevee a l'occasion par ces
processus peut se perpetuer une vie
durant. Cette meme pensee critique
prevaut parfois lorsque les gestionnaires
academiques evaluent le personnel de
soutien. Et bien sur les syndicats ont une
tout autre perspective sur les processus
d'examen du rendement.

ff

Faire participer
employe a un processi
d'auto-evaluation
epresente une puissant*
methodologie."
Quel que soit le contexte, la direction
de l'etablissement doit pouvoir resoudre
les graves problemes de rendement qui
se presentent. Le processus disciplinaire
est justement concu a cette fin. Quoique
difficile a gerer, il peut s'averer efficace
s'il est bien concu et administre. II en
va de meme pour tout le personnel, des
professeurs au personnel et aux cadres. II
est probable que seulement 5 % de votre
personnel presente de serieux problemes
de rendement. Cela laisse 95 % de l'effectif
qui travaille a un niveau satisfaisant,
quoique tres variable. Certains employes
offrent un rendement tres eleve, alors
que d'autres ont un rendement a peine
acceptable et la plupart se situent a michemin entre ces deux extremes. Cet article
porte sur ces 95 %.
Que faut-il done faire ? La reponse se
trouve en fait dans une autre question :
quel but cherchez-vous a atteindre ?
Voulez-vous
proceder
d'autorite ?
Cherchez-vous a regler un probleme ?

ou voulez-vous encourager vos employes
a donner le meilleur d'eux-memes?
Savez-vous distinguer entre le processus
disciplinaire et le processus devaluation
du rendement ? Votre universite est-elle
devenue trop rigoriste ?
Si votre but est d'encourager tous les
employes a donner le meilleur d'euxmemes, et que vous croyez que cela n'est
pas le cas actuellement, peut-etre avezvous besoin d'une nouvelle approche.
Vous pourriez, par exemple, utiliser un
processus de developpement personnel
base sur l'auto evaluation. Les employes
en savent beaucoup plus sur leur niveau
de rendement qu'on le croit generalement.
Faire participer ['employe a un processus
d'auto evaluation represente une approche
de grande valeur. C'est aussi fort pratique,
les objectifs de travail et le rendement etant
evalues en meme temps au moins une fois
1'an. Idealement, le processus devrait etre
continu, mais la capacite a utiliser un pareil
processus peut etre limitee au sein de votre
etablissement. Un tel processus fonctionne
tres bien dans les universites, quel que soit
le niveau ou le type de poste.
La demarche est fort simple. Le
document de base utilise est la description
de tdches. Celle-ci resume le travail assigne
et doit etre revisee au moins une fois l'an.
Vient ensuite le cadre d'auto evaluation,
qui devrait etre adapteau niveau du poste.
Voici quelques suggestions:
• Repassez les 12 derniers mois et evaluez
votre rendement au travail. De quels
taches, projets ou realisations etes-vous
le plus satisfait? Y a-t-il des taches, des
projets ou des situations ou vous auriez
pu faire mieux? Comment evaluez-vous
votre rendement global?
• Au cours de la derniere annee, certains problemes ont-ils affecte votre
rendement selon vous? Y avait-il des
obstacles qui ont entrave ou affecte votre

Ressources humaines

rendement? Votre equipement etait-il
adequat? Y a-t-il eu des problemes de
systemes ? des problemes humains?
Quels objectifs vous etes-vous fixes
pour les 12 prochains mois? Quelles
sont les priorites pendant cette periode
selon vous? Prevoyez-vous de nouvelles
activites ou des activites speciales?
Avez-vous des questions au sujet de
vos responsabilites de travail au cours
des 12 prochains mois?
Aimeriez-vous suivre certains programmes de formation au cours des
12 prochains mois? Quelles activites de
formation professionnelle vous interessent? Seriez-vous interesse a d'autres
types de travail, d'autres taches?
Y a-t-il autre chose dont vous aimeriez
discuter?

-i

L'employe remet son auto evaluation a
son superieur et un rendez-vous est fixe. Le
processus peut comprendre deux etapes.
La premiere consiste a ecouter l'employe
pour bien comprendre son evaluation. A
la deuxiemeetape, le superieur fait part de
ses observations. A cette etape, le superieur
devrait etre pret a repondre aux questions
suivantes :
• [.'evaluation de l'employe correspondelle a la votre? En quoi se ressemblentelles? Comment different-elles?
• Quelle est votre evaluation du rendement de cet employe eu egard aux
objectifs qui lui avaient ete fixes pour
l'annee?
• Les objectifs et les priorites de l'employe
pour les 12 prochains mois concordentils avec votre vision de la tache a accom-

plir? S'inscrivent-ils dans les buts et les
objectifs de votre unite?
Pour vraiment faire une difference au
niveau du developpement personnel et
professionnel, il faut que les documents qui
alimentent la discussion entre le superieur
et l'employe demeurent confidentiels. Cela
signifie qu'aucune copie ne devrait etre
deposee au dossier de l'employe. Pour etre
efficace, le processus doit rester informel.
Ce processus se fonde en effet sur la confiance. En tant qu'administrateur, vous
pourriez tester cette approche avec votre
adjoint/e et ainsi juger de son potentiel
a l'echelle de l'universite. si vous croyez
que vos systemes devaluation du rendement ne fonctionnent pas bien, peut-etre
cette approche interessera-t-elle votre
etablissement. jtt

CAUBO OFFERS ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ^
i.
Effective mid-January, CAUBO will be providing administrative and financial services to the Canadian
Association of University Research Administrators (CAURA).
Founded in 1971, CAURA is a national association of individuals committed to advancing the
profession; to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of research administration at Canadian universities
and other post-secondary institutions; to maintaining a strong presence and coherent voice on key
issues relevant to research and to fostering co-operation and links with other organizations active in the
management and administration of research.
It is anticipated that members of both CAURA and CAUBO will benefit from this new alliance since the
two associations have similar mandates and share cross-over interests with respect to several aspects of
university administration.

L'ACPAU OFFRE DES SERVICES DE SECRETARIAT
A compter de la mi-janvier, I'ACPAU offrira des services de secretariat et des services financiers a
I Association canadienne d'administrateurs de recherche universitaire (ACARU).
Fondee en 1971,1'ACARU est une association nationale reunissant des personnes qui s'engagent a faire
avancer la profession, a ameliorer le fonctionnement de I'administration de la recherche dans les universites
canadiennes et autres etablissements postsecondaires, a maintenir une forte presence et une voix
coherente sur les questions dees qui relevent de la recherche ou encore a encourager la cooperation et les
relations avec d'autres organisations qui s'investissent dans la gestion et I'administration de la recherche.
II est prevu que les membres de I'ACARU et de I'ACPAU profi teront de cette nouvelle alliance puisque
les deux associations ont des mandats similaires et partagent des interets communs par rapport a
plusieurs aspects de I'administration universitaire.

^l
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Leadership

The leadership challenge
Attending to
systems and processes
By Judith Gibson, Managing Partner of Gibson, Sage and Associates

T

o do a job well requires skills, knowledge and experience.
But unless you work from the splendid isolation of your
own basement, that is far from enough. Even the most
competent among us rely on others and on the infrastructure of
the organization we are part of - for everything from IT support
to budget approvals to chalk in the classrooms. And we have all
experienced the hurdles posed by bureaucracy, unwieldy systems
and inefficient processes. One of the greatest contributions of the
quality movement of the 1990s was the evidence it provided of
how organizations get in the way of their real work. Millions
of dollars in costs were cut as organizations revisited policies
and procedures, streamlined processes and reduced paperwork,
rework and work that was not actually needed at all. The costs
of poor quality had been huge, and not just financially. Equally
costly had been the impact on employee morale and commitment
and on quality of the customer experience.
Is this ancient history? Hardly. Not all organizations stepped
onto that particular bandwagon. Bureaucracies still abound, necessarily so in many cases. Without scrutiny, processes can become
unwieldy over time. In highly decentralized organizations, duplication can be rife. And hand in hand with legitimate demands
for greater accountability have come new layers of paperwork,
authorizations and reporting requirements. The result, particularly in public sector organizations, has been to make it harder,
not easier, to get work done and to displace 'real' work with the
work required to support the system.

Challenging the process
Employees can have a hard time challenging such inefficiencies
or suggesting improvements, and when they do, challenge often
passes for complaint. When James Kouzes and Barry Posner called
on leaders to "challenge the process" in their book, Tlie Leadership Challenge, this was the issue they were addressing: the onus
on leaders to search for innovative ways to change and improve
how things are done and, even more critically, to make it safe for
others to do the same..
What does that look like in practice? It can be as simple as
asking a question - What gets in the way of doing your job? What
is not working around here? That, and the willingness to listen
and then to take action. The University of Ottawa began what
proved to be a five-year change initiative with just such questions. Faced with new budget cuts, and recognizing that further
cuts could only compromise services, the VP Resources assigned
a seasoned staff member to meet with faculties, departments and
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students. The goal was to identify what was not working, what
needed fixing, and how their work could be made easier. The
discussions surfaced many issues, from the straightforward to
the highly complex, and resulted in five areas of strategic focus.
These included communications and marketing by university and
faculties; support to teaching; strategic enrolment management;
support to students, including better support to their academic
success; and simpler administrative processes. The result was a
significant and successful change effort with impacts campuswide, including the total redesign of Student Affairs.

The real obstacles to performance
Identifying the issue to be addressed is the first step: moving
beyond the obstacles to find innovative alternatives is another. A
study of perceptions of performance obstacles cited in the February 2003 edition of Administrator offered some helpful distinctions.
The research concluded that exemplary performers saw far fewer
obstacles than did average or poor performers. It also identified
four categories of obstacles:
1. The Brick Wall - These are roadblocks that are unalterable and
real, including fixed costs, unchangeable internal procedures,
internal conditions.
2. The Partition - These are roadblocks that are real, large and
often systemic, difficult for individual employees to deal with,
but amenable to change, especially when management takes an
interest.
3. The Paper Wall - These are common but illusory, e.g., "The Dean
would never agree to that." Such perceptions are as real as they
are seen to be, and every bit as serious. These roadblocks can
be addressed through open communication and attentiveness
to organizational dynamics.
4. The Mindset - These are untested beliefs and perspectives,
sometimes unspoken - and the most common blocks for belowaverage performers.
Does this ring a bell? Note that, apart from the most intractable
of issues, the ability to confront and tackle such obstacles really
rests with the leader. Here is a thought. When you and your team
are next dealing with an issue, ask, "What are the roadblocks
to our doing
? Then go through the list and have your
people decide what category of obstacle each falls into. As the
researchers note, the entire team may address the Partitions. But
the others will be discussed and debated, "and your average and
poor performers may have an epiphany or two." Mjj

Leaders hip

Defi au leadership
Les systemes
et les processus
Par Judith Gibson, Managing Partner of Gibson, Sage and Associates

P

our bien accomplir une tache, il faut des habilet6s, des
connaissances et de l'expenence. A moins que vous ne
travailliez de votre sous-sol a la maison, cela ne suffit
pas cependant. Meme les plus competents d'entre nous doivent
s'appuyer sur d'autres et sur 1'infrastructure de I'etablissement
dont nous faisons partie, qu'il s'agisse de soutien informatique,
d'approbations budgetaires ou de craie dans les salles de classe.
Nous connaissons tous et toutes les obstacles que peuvent
poser la bureaucratic les systemes lourds et les processus inefficaces. L'une des plus grandes contributions du mouvement de
la qualite dans les annees 1990 a ete de demontrer comment les
organismes peuvent nuire eux-memes a leur mission fondamentale. Des millions de dollars ont pu etre epargnes a mesure que
les organismes revisaient politiques et procedures, simplifiaient
les processus et diminuaient la paperasse, les dedoublements et le
travail qui n'etait meme pas necessaire. Les couts de la mediocrite
ont ete considerables, non seulement en termes financiers, mais
aussi en termes de moral et d'engagement des employes et de
relations avec la clientele.
Vieille histoire ? Pas vraiment. Ce ne sont pas tous les organismes qui ont emboit£ le pas. On trouve encore des bureaucraties
et, laisses sans surveillance, les processus peuvent devenir complexes a la longue. Dans les organismes hautement decentralises, le
dedoublement peut devenir une veritable hantise. Dans un contexte
de demandes croissantes et justifiees pour une plus grande imputabilite sont apparues d'autres masses de paperasse, autorisations et
exigences de reddition. Le resultat, surtout dans le secteur public,
est qu'il est devenu plus difficile d'accomplir le travail de base, le
soutien du systems devenant de plus en plus exigeant.

Defier le processus
II peut s'averer tres difficile pour les employes decontrerces inefficacites et de sugge>er des ameliorations. Quand ils essaient de
proposer des ameliorations, ils sont percus comme des plaignards.
Lorsque James Kouzes et Barry Posner ont demande aux chefs
de file de « defier les processus » dans leur livre The Leadership
Challenge, ils voulaient simplement demontrer qu'il en revenait
aux dirigeants de trouver des facpns novatrices de changer et
d'ameliorer les facons de faire et, plus important encore, de faire en
sorte que les autres puissent faire de meme en toute quietude.
Que cela signifie-t-il en pratique? Ca peut etre aussi simple que
de poser la question : Qu'est<e qui vous empeche de faire votre
travail? Qu'est-ce qui ne fonctionne pas ici? Mais aussi d'avoir la
volonte d'ecouter et de prendre les mesures necessaires. L'universite
d'Ottawa a entrepris un projet quinquennal de changement en
posant justement ces questions. Aux prises avec de nouvelles

coupures budgetaires qui ne pouvaient que compromettre les services, la vice-rectrice aux ressources a demande a une personne
d'experience de rencontrer les facultes, les departements et les etudiants. L'idee etait d'identifier ce qui ne fonctionnait pas, ce qui
devait etre modifie et comment simplifier le travail. Les discussions
ont fait ressortir cinq grands themes : communications et mise en
marche de l'universite et des facultes; soutien a I'enseignement;
gestion strategique des inscriptions; soutien aux etudiants, dont un
meilleur soutien a la reussite academique; et la simplification des
processus administratifs. 11 en a resulte un effort de changement
important et reussi qui s'est fait sentir sur tout le campus, y inclus
la restructuration complete des affaires £tudiantes.

Les vrais obstacles a la performance
Identifier le probleme est une premiere etape; surmonter les
obstacles pour trouver une solution novatrice en est une autre.
Une etude de la perception des obstacles a la performance mentionnee dans le numero de fevrier 2003 de la Revue Administrator
offrait quelques distinctions utiles. La recherche en arrivait a la
conclusion que les performants exemplaires percevaient beaucoup
moins d'obstacles que ne le faisaient les performants moyens ou
pietres. On y distinguait quatre types d'obstacles :
1. Le mur de briques : il s'agit de barrieres inalt6rables et reelles,
dont les frais fixes, les procedures internes immuables et les
conditions internes.
2. La partition : ces barrieres sont reelles, souvent importantes et
systemiques. Un employe peut difficilement s'y attaquer, mais
elles peuvent etre modifiees si la direction s'y interesse.
3. Le mur de papier : ce sont des obstacles communs mais illusoires, du genre : <• Le doyen ne sera pas d'accord ». Ces perceptions sont reelles et serieuses. On peut s'y mesurer par le
biais de la communication et en se penchant sur la dynamique
organisationnelle.
4. Les attitudes : Ce sont des croyances et des perspectives non
validees, souvent non dites et les obstacles les plus frequents
aux pietres performants.
Cela vous est-il familier? Exception faite des questions les plus
ardues, il en revient aux dirigeants de s'attaquer a ces obstacles.
Voici une suggestion : la prochaine fois que vous et votre equipe
serez confronts a un probleme, demandez-vous : Quels sont
les obstacles qui nous empechent d'accomplir la tache? Dressez
une liste et demandez a vos co-equipiers de les repartir entre les
quatre categories ci-dessus. Comme l'indique la recherche, toute
I'equipe peut s'attaquer aux partitions. Les autres obstacles seront
discutes et « les performants moyens et pietres auront peut-etre
une revelation ou deux. » Mjj
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Legally Speaking

Sound policies
avoid a host
of troubles
By Peter Mercer, Professor of Law at the University of Western Ontario, where
he recently served as Vice-President Administration and General Counsel

A

s you read this, holiday memories
are probably fading (although
tighter waistbands remind us that
not everything is receding). At festive
times, we welcome the celebratory lunches
and parties and informal get-togethers. But
soon it can threaten to be too much: too
much to do, too much to eat and, more
ominously, too much to drink. Each of us is
responsible for monitoring our consumption of alcohol. When, though, are we
responsible for monitoring others?

Thirty years ago, the Supreme Court
of Canada held that commercial licensed
establishments owe a duty of care to
patrons who are apparently intoxicated.
Furthermore, that duty extends to third
parties injured by the actions of an intoxicated patron. In addition to establishing
that they were owed a duty of care, plaintiffs must show that the standard of care
under the duty was breached, the breach
was causally connected to the injuries, and
the injuries were reasonably foreseeable.
Under occupier's liability law in several provinces, universities may also be
liable if deemed to have sufficient care and
control even over off-campus events. So,
for example, a university club promoting
such an event on campus may be enough
to constitute the university an occupier
for purposes of that event. Consequently,
the university would need to obtain reasonable assurance that the event would
be conducted responsibly. Otherwise, it
should dissociate itself from the event and
take steps to prevent the organizers from
implicating it in any future events.
There is also the question of house parties involving university personnel. When
a manager holds a house party for members of the unit, that is arguably a university event. But, there is also the prospect of
the host being found independently liable
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for injuries caused by an intoxicated guest.
This issue is under consideration by the
Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of
Quids v. Desormeaux, heard in October. At a
New Year's Eve house party, Desormeaux

ff

Universities would
be well advised to
review their policies
regarding alcohol
provision and the
holding of events
involving alcohol. n

became apparently intoxicated. In driving
home, he crossed the centre line and collided head-on with a vehicle in which the
17-year old plaintiff Childs was a passenger. She was rendered a paraplegic and,
in suing to recover compensation for her
injuries, added the homeowners as third
party defendants.
There is not yet a Canadian case in
which a social host has actually been found
liable but, in a 1996 Alberta case (Wince V.
Ball), the court stated that there was nothing to stop liability being imposed for injuries suffered by a third party resulting from
the negligent operation of a motor vehicle
when that negligent operation was caused
by intoxication and the social host allowed
the guest to drive knowing the person was
intoxicated.
Therefore, universities would be well
advised to review their policies regarding alcohol provision and the holding of
events involving alcohol. Any member of
the university wishing to hold an alcoholrelated university event on or off-campus
should be required to submit a detailed
request to an approval body in advance.
Failure to do so, or subsequent failure
to actually observe the requirements in
holding such events, should result in firm
remedial action by the university.
To summarize, the university as
employer might be held liable in these
circumstances when those acting for it
(1) provided the alcohol, (2) knew or
ought to have known that the patron,
employee or guest was intoxicated, and
(3) failed to take sufficient steps to prevent
the person from driving or to ensure their
safe return. A university manager acting
as a social host may be found liable on the
same principles. A sound alcohol policy is
vital to enabling the university to meet its
duty of care

'""£

Risk Management

Risky business: the
university as landlord
By Jennifer Yip Choy, Chief Business Development Officer, University of Calgary

W

e are all familiar with that
time of the year when students move into residence and
parents openly express their interest in
ensuring that their children are settled
in happy and safe. Unfortunately, while
the students are usually told about the
numerous residence living rules, they are
rarely advised about the need for tenant's
liability insurance. Very few universities, if any, insist that their students in
residence acquire tenant's insurance or
that they provide proof of insurance to
cover the myriad of accidents that can
take place.
Here are a few examples of why the
insurance issue needs to be addressed.
Several months ago, a student living in
residence used the fire sprinkler head
in her room as a coat hook. When she
removed the coat, the sprinkler head
broke off and flooded the room. The
release of water set off the fire alarms
in the building and the fire department
responded along with several other
service departments. Because the student had started the chain of events and
thus was considered responsible for the
damage, the university sought to recoup
the cost of the repairs from the student.
The student had no tenant's liability
insurance. The university advised the
student that her parents' homeowners
policy might provide coverage. Unfortunately, the parents did not have a policy
that would cover such an event and, faced
with a personal bill for the loss, the student's father argued that the university
was, at least, partially responsible for the
damage. The situation had the potential to
become a public relations issue.
In another situation, with a residence
room that was stuffy and warm, a student
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occupant opened the window for some
fresh air prior to leaving for the long
weekend. The room was heated by hot
water and, when the temperature outside dropped to -20c, the pipes burst and
a flood ensued. N o one discovered the
damage until the water seeped into the
hallway and flowed down the walls into
the apartments located on lower floors. In
addition to the original room and apartment being flooded, so too were several
of the apartments below. With the damage
amounting to $50,000-$60,000, the question arises as to who pays.
Other scenarios include students who
live in traditional-style dorms cooking in
their rooms against regulations. This can
cause a fire that consumes several rooms
before it is contained. All too often lamps are
left on, burning brightly tcx> close to flammable material. Fire is often the result.
In the past, more often than not,
the university did not hold the student
liable for damage caused to the building
through the student's own carelessness.
If the university did respond, it was to
'discipline' the student for not observing the rules of residence. However, as
universities seek to recover more of their
costs and to hold students accountable for
their actions, they may choose to make
the students cover the total costs involved
when there is damage to property as a
result of their actions.
Usually, the university will make a
claim against the student's tenant's liability insurance or the parents' homeowner's policy. When the parents' policy will
not allow this type of claim, the student
will be faced with unforeseen expenses,
usually beyond his or her means to pay.
In independent living arrangements
such as apartment residences or student

family housing, should the university
insist that the student carry tenant liability insurance as part of the contract?
In those situations when the tenant is
responsible for clearing the s n o w and
ice off the sidewalk in front of his or her
unit and fails to do so, thus causing I
injury to someone, should the university
not insist tli.it tenant's liability insurance
be purchased?
In Alberta, there are two k i n d s of
student tenants: those that fall under the
Alberta Residential Tenancies (ART) Ai I and
those that I.ill only under the uni\ ersit) 's
umbrella. I he ART' Act applies only to
residences that allow the tenant ex< .
possession of a self-contained dwelling
unit. Most universities n o w h a v e the
traditional d o r m i t o r y - s t y l e residence
and a p a r t m e n t - s t y l e residences. In an
apartment-style residence, some students
may have exclusive right to a dwelling
unit (bachelor or o n e - b e d r o o m suite),
while o t h e r s may not and, therefore,
the ART Act would not apply to those.
Student family housing would typically
fall under the ART Ai /. What does this all
mean to those ol us involved with Risk
Management?
Given that universities arc1 a l r e a d y
operating with insufficient dollars, can w e
afford to assume the risks and liabilities of
our tenants? Should universities require
students living in any of their residences
to carry tenant's liability insur.m. e '
If universities required all s t u d e n t s
living in residence to purchase ten
insurance, it would be important for the
student to provide proof of insurance at
time of signing the residence contract. In
addition, there would have to be some
mechanism for ensuring that the policy is
renewed every year. If a s t u d e n t cho

ff

One of the risks facing universities in their relationship with students is
not being clear about what responsibilities are the students' and what
the consequences will be if they fail to discharge their responsibilities."
to cancel his or her insurance coverage,
would the university be willing to evict
the student for breach of contract?
One of the risks facing universities
in their relationship with students is not
being clear about what responsibilities are
the students' and what the consequences
will be if they fail to discharge their
responsibilities. If we choose to apply
the consequences, the public relations
nightmare that would accompany suing a
student with little or no assets - "Big Bad
University vs. Poor Struggling/Starving
Student" - might be more costly to the
university than simply paying the bill for
the damages. If universities do not apply

the consequences, it could be perceived
as creating an inequity between those students conscientious enough to purchase
the insurance and those that do not.
Universities sometimes believe that,
because the tenants are students, exceptions should be made in holding them
responsible to the landlord, who in this
case is the university. There are three
options for addressing this risk: 1) insist
on the students purchasing insurance and
apply consequences if they fail to do so;
2) create a reserve to pay for the damages
caused by those tenants who do not have
insurance; or 3) contract out the property
m.in.igement lor residences, lluis creat-

ing distance between the university
and the tenant, signaling to the student
a clear landlord/tenant relationship.
The university can then focus on the
residence programming as opposed to
the landlord's 'work.' ^jj
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elcome to our newest regular column featuring reviews of selected books and papers
that are relevant to the field of administration in our universities and colleges. Your
comments and suggestions would be appreciated. •

pubikation-.The University:

International

Expectations

Authors: F.K. Alexander and K. Alexander, (eds.)
Published by: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2002
Reviewed by: Ken Snowdon, Snowdon & Associates Inc.

T

his book, a compilation of essays presented at the Oxford
Round Table in 2001,' offers the prospect of an exploration
of the role of universities in society - from an international
perspective. In fact, the book's greatest virtue is the differing perspective that is brought to bear on a set of higher education issues
around the world - or at least as noted in the preface, "the English
speaking countries of Australia, Canada, South Africa, the United
Kingdom, and the United States...." 2

Initially disappointing, because the collection of essays did
not illuminate 'the role of the university,' a second look revealed,
in some instances, an insightful exploration of some key issues
that are of major importance to academe and higher education
institutions. Beginning with Kern Alexander's thoughtful attempt
to define 'the university,' the essays range from the challenges
associated with the not so modern (as it turns out) dilemma of
autonomy from, versus accountability to, the state, through an
informative review of higher education policy in the 'land down
under,' dubbed Reinventing Universities in Australia (Ailken), to
essays on human rights, performance funding, the perils and
pitfalls of information technology, and the apparently inexorable
increase in higher education costs and the potential implications
for small private colleges in the United States. Add a dash of the
challenges posed by 'for profit colleges' and an essay on overcoming apartheid in South African universities, and you have an
interesting, informative and sometimes quite thought provoking
look at a set of higher education issues that pose continuing challenges to what might be regarded as the 'traditional views' of
higher education.

tion of character. His review of particular cases illustrates not only
the more negative side of a new commu nication vehicle, but major
unforeseen issues that are directly related to the reality of operating in a 'global' environment. F. King Alexander, former Director of
the Higher Education Administration Program at the University of
Illinois and now President of Murray State University in Kentucky,
offers yet another example as he argues that the universities' success in linking society's economic well-being to higher education
has led to the increasing realization by government that something
so important cannot possibly be left "to its own devices."3 Hence,
increasing government intervention through performance funding
measures and published 'indicators.'
Ian Clark's review of the Evolution of the Council of Ontario
Universities provides an interesting look at the virtues and values
of self-regulation and the tensions inherent in trying to differentiate 'advocacy' from 'lobbying,' while still furthering the higher
education agenda and addressing government's interventionist
lendeiu iev
This is the kind of book that deserves a 'quiet' read, with ample
opportunity to reflect on the arguments and the messages. While
some of the essays are a bit 'dated,' i.e., circumstances have rendered the arguments somewhat less compelling, one test of a good
book is its ability to both inform and stimulate. By those measures,
Tlte University: International Expectations is worth a look.

End notes:
' "The purpose of the Oxford Round Table is to promote human
advancement and understanding through the improvement of
education. To this end, the Oxford Round Table provides a forum
Notwithstanding the occasional 'typo' that jumps out at the
for the study and consideration of current issues facing state and
reader, the essays are well crafted and, for the most part, they do
national systems of education. The Round fable meets periodichallenge the reader by providing either 'new' information or
cally and at each session is comprised of a small select group
offering quite a different perspective about a specific issue. James
Mingle's Impediment on the Information Highway: Foreign jurisdictionof leaders from both the public and private sectors of several
over Defamation on the Internet is a case in point. Mingle, university countries." http^/oxfordroundtable.com/index.htm
2
F. King Alexander and K. Alexander, The University: International
counsel and secretary of Cornell University, reviews international
Expectations, McGill-Queen's University Tress, 2002, Preface.
differences in the legal liability of universities ,i^ il relates to Inter'Ibid, p.78 %
net access and the clash between freedom of speech and defama-
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Striking a balance
in formulating
endowment fund policies
By Kirsten Hailey
*
MAX l i g h t O l the protracted downturn affecting the markets since 2000, many universities are rethinking both
spending and asset allocation policies associated with their endowment funds. "The returns are below our
current spending level," says Roger Polishak, Associate Treasurer at the University of British Columbia.
"It is not a sustainable situation."
The situation at the University of British Columbia (UBC) is far from unique. " Returns for the past three
years have not been as good as we would have liked them to be," concurs Sheila Brown, Controller and
Director of Financial Services at the University of Toronto (U of T). She cites investment returns of -0.7% in
2001, -1.1% in 2002 and -11.7% in 2003.
"Those returns are not as good as we need to meet our spending requirements on a sustained basis," Brown
continues. "In a declining market - which is what we have had for the past few years - many endowments
in Canada and the U.S. have declined. In years when investment returns were higher than our investment
return targets, what we were adding back to the endowed capital was more than enough to offset inflation
erosion. It takes several years to build up such a reserve, but only a few years of investment returns lower
than our investment targets for it to decline. Obviously, an institution cannot sustain a lengthy period of
low returns without taking action." To address the issue, the university went 'back to basics' by examining
the goals of its endowment.
The fundamental goal of any university endowment policy is to achieve intergenerational equity. Brown
explains it this way: "Once you get an endowment, you want to pay the current generation an annual spending allocation that increases by inflation to preserve the current purchasing power. If you put away too
much, you do not have enough for the current generation. If you put away too little, you have squandered
the inheritance of the next generation."

CM

The problem is particularly acute
when a sustained period of growth
is followed by a sustained decline/
At the University of Alberta (U of A),
the Unitized Endowment Pool (UEP) Spending Policy states the following: The purpose
of this spending policy in conjunction with
the investment policy is to preserve and to
grow the real value of endowment assets
over time, while maintaining a strong and
stable level of support to the current operations of the university.

market value had fallen to approximately
$40 million. "We are still ahead of our
inflation target, but now we only have
a very small cushion," says Ron Ritter,
Associate Director and Treasurer at the U
of A. The situation is similar at Queen's as
well as at the University of Toronto, which
has also seen a rapid decline in its excess
market value.

A common policy across Canadian
universities has been to pay out 5% of
the average, rolling or smoothed market
value of a fund over 36 months and then
adjust the amount to account for inflation
and management fees. Generally, to meet
this goal, returns had to be in the range
of 9%. Although universities have indeed
met or exceeded this target over a 10-year
period, maintaining that minimum on a
yearly basis has been impossible. "This
model works as long as the average of 9%
is a steady 9%," explains Maurice Cohen,
Managing Director of Commonfund
Canada. "The problem is that markets do
not work that way. It is not enough to make
9%. You have to make it with the lowest
possible volatility."

Like many other universities, the U of
T has attempted to realign its spending
policy to ensure that it can meet the annual
spending requirements associated with its
ongoing commitments and obligations
such as student aid, chairs and professorships. "We have a regular and predictable
annual spending requirement to meet
policy and contractual obligations," says
Brown. "So, we have to have a spending
formula, and, bv definition, an investment
policy that produces regular annual revenue from our endowment."

The problem is particularly acute when
a sustained period of growth is followed
by a sustained decline. As market value
increases, the percentage in the endowment spending formula represents a larger
pay out. Beneficiaries develop expectations while the growth of the capital lags
behind the growth of the pay out. "You
have disadvantaged future generations
at the advantage of the current generation," explains (ohen. "The fundamental
idea is to have as much intergeneration.il
equity as possible, while providing a
steady stream of income, in real terms, to
beneficiaries."
With a combination of current spending
formulas and volatility in the market, even
an endowment that surpasses its minimum
growth requirement can decline very
quickly. For instance, at March 31,2002, the
U of A had exceeded the inflation-adjusted
target for maintaining the real value of its
endowment by approximately $160 million. For the year ending March 31, 2003,
with a -12.6% loss, inflation of 4% and a
spending allocation of 5 3/4%, the excess
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"You have to decide what you need
to spend and then decide how to achieve
that," Cohen concurs. At the U of T, the
new spending formula requires that the
asset allocation of the endowment fund
achieve a 4% real rate of return with moderate risk. The risk is defined as an expectation that the actual return will be within
10% of the target - either up or down - 2/3
of the time and is expressed as a standard
deviation of 10%.
Virtually every investment strategy
carries a risk premium. The more volatile

the investment, the more it is expected to
return. "If you go towards the safest from
a volatility point of view, you do not earn
enough," says Cohen. "If you go to the
most volatile, you can reach your target,
of, let's say, 9%, but you are going to have
a volatility of 20%."
He suggests that a way to resolve this
dilemma is through diversification: "When
you have a very diversified portfolio, the
actual volatility is not that of the most
volatile or that of the least volatile, because
they move at different times in different
directions. Your total return should be
somewhere between the highest and the
lowest for those asset classes you hold."
Because investing in fixed income
investments alone will not achieve the
returns an endowment needs to meet
spending obligations, institutions invest
in vehicles with the potential for higher
returns. However, holding more stocks
translates into having more volatility.
"As long as the markets do not gyrate
too wildly, you are ok," says Cohen. "But,
when they do, you have a problem." He
reports that, to mitigate this effect, U.S.
endowments are significantly diversified
into alternative asset classes, as indicated
by the results of the Commonfund Benchmarks Study (see Tables).
This approach has been popular in
the U.S. for a number of years. When
stock markets started to decline, Canadian endowments suffered substantially
because, not only were their spending
formulas too high and too tied to the
equity and bond markets, they also had
few or no investments in alternatives that
might protect them on the downside.
Although American universities suffered
as well, the blow was softened somewhat
by a higher investment in alternative asset
classes and strategies. While these kinds

Asset Allocation of Canadian Institutions
(Representing 27 Canadian Public Institutions)

Canadian Equities
U.S. Equities
Bonds
Non-North American Equitie
Alternative Strategies
Short Term Cash /Other
Note: Data represents 27 Canadian Public Institions, year ending June 30, 2003
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the endowment in a deflationary environment. The University of Alberta University
Funds Investment Policy UEP Implementation
Guidelines states: "Real return bonds are
appropriate not only for cash flow and
diversification but also to protect the UEP
against an unexpected increase in inflation
and to help maintain the level of spending in real terms. Real return bonds are an
appropriate asset class for the UEP given
their strong correlation with the goal of
intergenerational neutrality and maintaining spending levels in real terms."

Asset Allocation
(Representing 657 U.S. Educational Inst

U.S. Equities
Fixed Income
International Equities
Alternative Strategies
Cash/Short/Other
te: Data represents 657 U.S.

of investments account for 9% of endowment asset allocation across Canada in 2003
(mainly by the six largest endowments),
the average was 33% in the U.S.
The impetus to balance between returns
and volatility has always been greater
in the U.S., where university reliance
on income from endowments for their
operating budgets is much greater than
in Canada. For several years, institutions
such as Yale and Harvard have allocated
more than 50% of their endowment funds
to alternative asset classes and strategies.
"For many American universities, the
risk of a shortfall is very large," says John
Griswold, Executive Director of Commonfund Institute, the research arm of Commondfund. "They must be very careful to
manage that risk. Institutions are realizing
that they are not going to get from stocks
and bonds what they were getting in the
1990s. That is why we are seeing this great
move to alternatives. And the diversification of their portfolios has paid off."
The principle behind investing in alternative asset classes and strategies such
as hedge funds, private equity, venture
capital, real estate and distressed debts is
that, although each may be very volatile,
their volatility is entirely uncorrelated. At
the same time, they have the potential for
returns similar to those of stocks.
On the other hand, investing in many
of the alternative asset classes or strategies
requires either an endowment of a certain
critical mass or a high level of management expertise. Large American universities meet both these criteria. They have
access to the largest and best managers
that are well connected with the investment world.
Universities in Canada have been
slower to diversify into alternative asset
classes. Their focus has leaned more
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towards diversifying within asset classes
than between asset classes. Based on the
results of Commonfund's Benchmarks
Study, Griswold points out that both kinds
of diversification are important. "Things
like small caps, emerging markets and
some hedge strategies, for instance, can
be quite volatile," he says. "But, when
you mix them together, the overall mix
is better than the sum of its parts. They
move at different times in cyclical patterns.
I lure is plenty of data that demonstrates
the different patterns of movements of
these asset classes."
All asset allocations of Canadian
endowments include fixed income
investments in the form of bonds. A significant portion of endowment spending
depends on the cash flow created by the
interest from these bonds. Recently, some
universities have been exploring different
options within the fixed income asset class.
Queen's, for example, has made a small
investment in a high yield bond fund in
the U.S. The university has also had a 3%
allocation to real return bonds for about
four years.
The University of Alberta has recently
changed its allocation target of 30% for
fixed income to include 10% in real return
bonds, along with 20% traditional bonds
and debentures that reduce the volatility of
investment returns and protect the value of
ff

In May 2002, the U of A also changed
its equity asset mix (only fully implemented in July 2003) to reflect a target
of 15% in Canadian equities, and 55% in
foreign equities, clearly divided between
U.S. and global (EAFE) as two separate
asset classes to take advantage of the historical lack of correlation between the two.
Unlike pension funds, endowments are
not restricted by foreign market exposure
limits. The UEP Implementation Guidelines
also acknowledge that higher exposure to
foreign equities implies increased currency
risk, but that this can be positive under a
manager with expertise in currency management.
The proportion of traditional stocks
and bonds in Canadian endowment asset
allocation is fairly high because these
asset classes are more available to small
and medium-sized institutional investors.
At the moment, many Canadian institutions have no investments in alternative
assets or strategies. In its UEP Implementation Guidelines, the U of A indicates
that alternative assets "can provide high
returns, a hedge against inflation as well
as significant diversification given their
low correlation with traditional equity
and fixed income investments."
"On the other hand, such investments
tend to be highly illiquid, are expensive to
undertake in terms of management fees,
[and] require considerable oversight and
due diligence. Given the current size of
the UEP and the administrative resources
required, direct investment in alternative
assets is not appropriate at this time "

Virtually every investment
strategy carries a risk premium.
The more volatile the investment,
the more it is expected to return.
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The document goes on to state that
more cost effective means of investing in
these asset classes, such as a fund of funds
approach, could offer smaller endowments
a means to access this level of diversification. In fact, several universities have
taken this approach. Nine years ago,
McGill University was the first Canadian
institutions to invest in hedge funds. "The
Investment Committee believed that longshort strategies, in particular, would provide downside protection during declining markets while reducing the volatility
of our portfolio," says John Limeburner,
Treasurer/Director, Pension Investments

A

at McGill. "At the same time, we realized
that we had neither the resources nor the
expertise to select individual managers or
strategies. Instead, we chose to hire managers who would select the managers.
You get the diversification by being part
of a much larger pool and you are able to
access managers who might otherwise not
be interested in smaller investments."

different approaches."
Commonfund's Griswold adds that
hedge funds have traditionally not provided as much information on performance and operation as traditional managers. "This compounds the problem," he
says. "You have to be careful that you are
receiving enough information to make an
informed judgement."

At Russell Investment Group, Bruce
Curwood, Director, Institutional Solutions, agrees: "To reduce your risk if you
decide to go into hedge funds, use a fund
of funds so a professional is selecting a
number of managers with a number of

To date, these challenges have prevented Queen's University from allocating
endowment assets to hedge fund str.iu•gies. "We are not in a position to go out and
I ind managers," says Bill Forbes, Director,
Investment Services. "We are a small Staff
here and we do what we can. We rely on
outside expertise and consultants. We are
moving cautiously because we want to
make sure we do our due diligence. The
toughest part of the job is to find the best
managers. The difference between the top
quartile managers and the bottom quartile managers in alternative investments
is very significant. Just being in an asset
class is not good enough. You have to try
to find a way to get at the better minds in
the business."
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Two years ago, Queen's Board of Trustees approved a 5% allocation to private
equity investments. The Investment Committee had considered both private equity
and hedge funds at that time, but decided to
focus on private equity first. While commitments were made to three separate funds of
funds, the capital calls have been slow and,
at this time, only 1.5% of the endowment is
in private equity. Recently, the Investment
Committee got Board approval for a revised
allocation of up to 5% in "alternative investments;" this would include private equity,
hedge funds and high yield bonds. "The
Investment Committee is continuing its
education on hedge funds," says Forbes.
"But no decision has been made as yet on
whether such funds are appropriate diversifiers for the endowment."
UBC has allocated endowment assets
both to private equity and to a hedge fund
strategy through a fund of funds. "With the
hedge funds, we are looking at more stable
returns with less volatility," says Polishak.
"The private equity is for long-term performance." Five percent of the endowment is
allocated to each of these alternatives.
"I would like to see that number
increase," says Polishak, adding that
further diversification may be more feasible once the university has completed
setting up a new company to oversee its
asset allocation.
The U of T made a similar move
three years ago. The university's abil-
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ity to diversify its endowment allocation into a number of alternative asset
classes including hedge funds was greatly
enhanced with the establishment of the
University of Toronto Asset Management
Corporation (UTAM). "We have invested
endowment assets in various absolute
return strategies," says Laurie Lawson,
Managing Director, Asset Allocation and
Special Asset Classes at UTAM. U of T
has selected absolute return managers
with proven skills in the production of
a return stream that is consistent, absolutely positive over one-year horizons,
and non-correlated with stocks or bonds.
The strategy selection includes distressed,
event driven, merger arbitrage, and equitv
hedge strategies.

formula was 5% of the three-year moving
average market value of the endowment.
Some universities have decided to continue with this model while revising the
percentage paid out.
On the other hand, McGill has decided
not to make any changes. "There has been
a lot of discussion about whether the
policy should be changed and, to date, the
university has chosen not to," says John
Limeburner, adding that Quebec institutions are in a unique situation because of
their comparatively low tuition fees and
constrained government funding. "The
fact that the markets have improved does
not mean the discussion will go away,
but it makes the situation easier to live
with."

Alternative strategies under consideration by Canadian universities in addition
to hedge funds, include active currency
management, private equity such as venture capital, leverage buyouts and sector
funds and real assets such as real estate,
commodities, timberland, oil and gas, and

The University of Toronto has decided
to change its spending policy to an inflation-based model to remove market volatility from its spending allocation. The
regular spending requirement demands
a steady, predictable spending allocation, which is better served by an inflation-adjusted spending formula than by

infrastructure.

Many
universities are rethinking or
M,
re
revising
their endowment spending policy."
A research commentary produced by
the global company Frank Russell Investments proposes that the relative attractiveness of these strategies to a particular
fund will vary with the fund's objectives
(usually a balance of expected return-seeking and risk-reducing outcomes) and the
extent to which it has already met those
objectives. "The asset-liability model combines the expectations for the asset classes
with the fund's own circumstances and
expresses the consequences of adopting
different investment strategies in terms of
the fund's objectives."
Or, as U of T's Sheila Brown explains:
"The spending policy is the key that drives
the return expectation and the appetite for
risk." In other words, the asset allocation
strategy is a function of endowment fund
goals of intergenerational equity and the
requirement for steady annual disbursements, goals that are inextricably linked to
a university's spending policy on endowments.
In light of this, many universities are
rethinking or revising their endowment
spending policy. In the past few years,
most universities used a market-based
model whereby they spent a percentage
of rolling market value. The most common
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a market-based formula. After setting a
base of 4% of last year's market value,
the U of T will increase that fixed amount
by the Consumer Price Index every year.
To preserve intergenerational equity and
still take advantage of improvements in
the market, the university has adopted
a 'banded' policy, stipulating that the
amount must never be less than x% or
more than y% of the market value.
Other institutions are taking a more
gradual approach. The U of A, Queen's
and UBC all plan to reduce their percentage of the three-year rolling market average incrementally over several years, and
then move to an inflation-based model or
to the Yale model. "We completed a spending policy and asset mix study," says Ritter
at the U of A. "We were concerned that our
5.75% spending policy was too aggressive
and that we may not be able to sustain the
real value of the endowment. However, we
thought that it would be difficult to reduce
spending allocation immediately given the
university's objectives." As a first step, the
institution plans to reduce the administrative fee from .75% to .50%. Then, it will
reduce the spending rate from 5% to 4.25%
gradually over a six-year period.
Continues Ritter: "One of the things

we learned through this process is that
linking your spending rate to a moving
market value when there is a lot of fluctuation can have some undesirable effects.
On the other hand, we prefer to implement
the banded approach of indexing spending
by inflation each year. Otherwise, there is
a risk that, by indexing to inflation, your
spending allocation will lose any correlation with the underlying asset value. The
banded method is a braking mechanism
to prevent spending from getting out of
control."
At Queen's, the Investment Committee
froze the pay out level as of May 1, 2003.
Meanwhile, UBC has brought the percentage down from 6% to 5.5%, with a target
of 5% for next year. Both universities are
deciding between eventually adopting
the Banded Inflation or Yale approach.
Devised two decades ago by four members
of the economics department at Yale, the
Yale rule takes the best parts of the marketbased and income-based approaches to
arrive at a better smoothing formula.
Accordingly, it takes 70% of the allowable
spending in the prior fiscal year, adjusted
for inflation, and adds it to 30% of a longterm or target spending rate (around 5%)
applied to the last year's market value.
The Yale formula greatly decreases
volatility of spending and almost always
produces an increase (beyond inflation)
each year. The benefits of recent gifts and
good performance are reflected in the
spending number.
Any endowment spending formula
should aim at accomplishing several goals,
including protecting the purchasing power
of the endowment over time and producing regular moderate spending increases
every year. The formula should be simple
to understand and calculate. It should
always work towards preserving and
enhancing the growth of principal.
"There is a tendency to look at endowments as being in perpetuity and thus to
take more risk," says Brown. "But, the correct perspective is to consider the annual
spending requirement and to establish
investment return expectations and risk
targets to meet that spending requirement." As a function of the endowment
spending, asset allocation should strive
to fulfill a university's return expectations
and risk target goals.
Adds Commonfund's Griswold: "If
you have a strong spending policy in place
and you have mixed all the asset classes in
a reasonably clever way, then the returns
will be there to meet your spending needs,
both today and tomorrow." yu
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Autom
Reflections on the
computerization of
administrative functions
T h e Y 2 K phenomenon may have
been the catalyst for change a t
Beveral universities, b u t since t h e n ,
many Canadian institutions have
b e e n moving full t h r o t t l e t o w a r d s
i n c r e a s e d c o m p u t e r i z a t i o n of t h e i r
administrative functions. While
reaping t h e benefits of automation,
t h e y h a v e d e a l t w i t h a n u m b e r of
i s s u e s e n d challenges o n t h e r o a d
t o full i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of t h e i r n e w
systems.

By Christine Hanlon

AutomationReflectionsAutomationHeflectionsAutomationReflectiona

A

i long the way, the technology
solutions have addressed the automation of administrative functions related
to finance, human resources, student
services, advancement or fundraising
and alumni relations. Across Canada,
universities have automated processes in
these areas to varying degrees, from simple
computerized invoice processing to complex enterprise-wide reporting.

York University started with the implementation of computer technology for its
financial functions in the mid-1990s. Since
then, the university has continued to rely
on its supplier's rollout applications in
both finance and human resources. Once
focused mostly on payroll, the Human
Resources department can now track staff
training online. A recruitment application
tied to the job-posting system automatically matches resumes to postings and
channels the information to the manager
doing the hiring. When a candidate is
selected for the job, an electronic staff
transaction is executed automatically from
the existing information.
"Some of these features are implemented, or are still in the implementation
phase, while others such as time and attendance tracking are in the discovery phase,"
says Luana Jursza, Director, Information
Technology Services at York. "The benefits
have been fairly significant and continue
to grow."
Regardless of the service provider
or technology, 'integration' is the key
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to maximizing the benefits of automation. By being able to share information,
applications decrease duplication and
increase accuracy. Something as simple as
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functions throughout the institution. The
University of Guelph has seen its productivity improve with the elimination of
duplicate entries enabled by the integration of its system.
The University of Western Ontario had
a similar experience with its technology.
"We eliminated paper processing and
duplication at all levels," says Ruban
Chelladurai, Associate Vice-President
(Planning and Budgeting).
At the relatively young University of
Northern British Columbia (UNBC), automation and integration have facilitated
administrative processes from day one.
"We try to not duplicate data so we work in
a standardized integrated environment,"
says Lynda Pattie, Director of Administrative Computing at UNBC. In the past
few years, the university has devoted its
effort to augmenting the functionality
of its full suite of products (automated
human resources/payroll, advancement,
student records/receivables and general
ledger), with add-on systems. Recently,
UNBC added a counseling application
that enables counselors to see the information from the student module, capture
visit information, schedule appointments
and generate statistics.
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Student information is stored electronically from the moment the university
downloads the annual high school grades
provided by British Columbia's Ministry
of Education. "It certainly saves a lot of
time in the registrar's office and a lot of
time for students applying," says Pattie.
"From a workload perspective, we do
not have the person-power to load that
number of grades. It is a process that we
identified early on in our implementation as something that would need to be
automated."
When students graduate, the information feeds straight through to the alumni
module and the fundraising and development functions. With subsequent gifts
from alumni and various other donors,
the information flows through to finance,
which also handles in-kind donation procedures. "So, we have reduced redundant
entries," says Pattie. "We have tried to
use technology to streamline functions
and maximize efficiency."
In this endeavour, like many universities, UNBC turned to the Internet. A good
portion of the university's student records
are web-enabled, making il possible for
students to apply, register and pay on line.
Recently, the institution added an online
degree audit functionality so students can
see what progress they have made regarding the course requirements needed for
completing a certain major. While an important benefit has been reducing redundant
workload for staff in the registrar's office,
the greatest advantage will be enhanced
student access. "Student needs are driving much of the self-service applications
that we have been developing," says Pattie,
adding that students expect to be able to
transact with the university 24-7. "We are
trying to allow them to do business when
it is convenient for them."

At York, the Registrar's new motto is
"Get online and out of line." The university
has been implementing a growing number
of web-based services for students. "Student self-serve has been a dominant
driver to our application development,"
says Chief Information Officer Bob Gagne.
"We have moved aggressively to get new
services onto the web." These include
residence applications, transcript ordering,
grade checking, parking applications and
updating of personal information.
York upgraded its human resource
system to a web-based version a year ago.
At the time, the university had to change
its underlying application architecture in
order to enable self-service web-based
access. Similarly, Western had to devote
substantial resources to its own transition.
"We had to build up our information technology (IT) infrastructure, increase our network capacities, add more services and put
in more computer labs," saysChelladurai.
"Once you give students more capabilities,
v o u have to g i v e them the phvsical equip

ment to access them."
At the same time, giving business officers access to institution-wide information
would have been difficult without putting
the information on the web. "It would have
meant installing the system on thousands
of workstations and we would have had
to support that end as well," says Jursza at
York. "Also, we would not have been able to
distribute access beyond the enterprise."
"Web-enabling means a big shift to
putting the end-user in the driver's seat,"
adds Gagne. "It opens the door to much
more self-service and broader access than
ever before." Users can access data on a
standard desktop with little more than a
browser. Staff can look up information
relating to payroll, vacation, and benefits.
Finance employees can perform online
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"Online o r d i s t a n c e - l e a r n i n g is o n e of t h e
many training options t h a t providers
offer t o their customers."
purchase order processing with vendors.
Counselors can access student information
at the touch of a button and focus on giving
advice rather than collecting data.
Self-service by students and staff has
changed the way the university conducts
its business. For instance, York's goal is
for 90% of its student transactions to take
place online, 8% in an assisted manner (i.e.,
with telephone support) and 2% with faceto-face interaction. "What it means for us
is that people are focused on higher value
interactions like advising," saysGagne. "It
is a long transition to moving from simple
automated processes to the kinds of reorientation of our work and our processes
that will start to deliver the benefits out of
self-serve. We are not there yet, but we are
certainly moving in that direction."
Canadian universities are at different
points in this continuum. At Guelph, for
instance, a key objective for new systems
Other than Y2K was to increase the capacity of the financial system in all areas, from

transaction processing through to reporting. "The immediate advantage was the
capability to create a new vocabulary,"
recalls John Miles, Assistant Vice-President of Finance. "We created a new chart
of accounts and a new coding structure. We
never went into this expecting cost savings.
We want to create the platform from which
we can transform our business processes
and change the way we do things."
Western also shared the automation
goal of opening up old, inflexible business processes. According to Chelladurai,
"I think we do better in everything we do.
Even though we have less staff in some
areas, the mandate was not to downsize, but to provide better service and to
improve business processes."
At many universities, the result of
automation has been the redeployment of
staff or a change in job descriptions. "The
functional personnel are moving towards
analyst roles," notes Jursza. "At one time,
administrative processes were so labour

intensive that it was difficult to get off the
treadmill and move forward because you
were too busy operationally getting your
head above water to do anything else."
At CIBER Canada, General Manager
Alain Beaumier cites job enrichment as
a benefit of automating administrative
processes. "With more streamlined business processes, business officers are able
to devote more time to their core function
rather than spending time gathering or
disseminating data."
Jursza points out that policies have not
always kept up with these changes and
business officers are sometimes struggling with a lack of clear guidelines. "It is
also important that they take the time to
understand the change in process so that
automation will be an improvement for
them," she adds.
"It is not just a question of software,"
concurs Sharon William van Kooij, Director
of Product Marketing at Datatel. "It is business process driven not technology driven.
The biggest challenge in automation is a
psychological one. It is not a question of
doing what you currently do faster but to
do your job better." Whether they will be
changing their business processes or not,
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"Transfer of kno\A/ledge f r o m t h e solution provider t o
t h e institution is critical, b u t releasing people f r o m their core
functions for deployment t o t h e implementation of a new
s y s t e m can be challenging."
universities need to start by taking a hard
look at the way they do business.
Chelladurai agrees that changing
business processes also involves changes
in university culture. Western's approach
was to start slowly with small incremental
changes. Its first objective was to install
a 'vanilla system' with little apparent
modifications for end-users. "We identified a handful of things that we felt we
could deal with quickly, just to show the
community that there can be a new way to
do things that will be effective, easier and
simpler," says Chelladurai. For instance,
faculty members were given the tools
to make online grade submissions with
automatic updating.

Transfer of knowledge from the solution provider to the institution is critical,
but releasing people from their core functions for deployment to the implementation of a new system can be challenging
for an institution. For instance, as part
ol its transition, the University of Western Ontario had put aside $1 million for
development and training. Software and
hardware cost $3 million while the balance
of the $8.5 million total went to implementation, "The big costs were in implementation," confirms Chelladurai. "We had to
free up large numbers of staff from the
finance department, the registrar's office
and the human resource department and
hire temporary staff as replacements."

At Guelph, Miles also realizes that
change is an issue for staff. "We hope to
continuously improve at operating the
system," he says of the university's relationship with its system provider. "It is
all relatively new. We are still on the steep
side of the learning curve. We spend a lot
of time learning how to operate the new
systems to take advantage of their capabilities. Training is critical to the efficient
operation of these systems."

As a small university, UNBC finds it
challenging to redeploy key staff in order
to roll out new applications. To manage
this ongoing challenge, the university has
a very active user group that meets on
campus once a month to identify various
maintenance concerns, new initiatives, and
upgrades. Upgrading is a constant issue
with any technology solution both as
changes or improvements required In the
developer, and as extensions or enhancements to augment functionality.

At UNBC, Pattie notes that training is
always a challenge, particularly if turnovers of staff occur during the initial stages
of implementation. "One of the things we
have identified as a strategic direction for
the administrative systems area is to try to
do some sort of web-based training for the
various modules so that as people come in
they can orient themselves," she says.
Online or distance-learning is one of the
many training options that providers offer
to their customers. Others include videoconferencing, telephone consulting and
more traditional classroom sessions.
At UNBC, another part of the approach
has been to centralize training within
the functional user areas. Although the
incumbents are the best people to train the
newcomers, it is natural for them to forget
some of the functions available to them.
"Some of that value gets lost," says Pattie.
"However, people in those areas that have
higher level knowledge of the systems are
often people that are overburdened and
unavailable."

When the University of Guelph moved
from an in-house developed product to a
packaged product, it found itself facing
constant upgrades to maintain the system.
These were not necessarily user ability
improvements. "They involved a significant commitment of staff and resources
to the activity," says Miles. "The benefits
of those upgrades in terms of new end-

user functionality are not immediately
transparent."
Chelladurai points out that institutions have no choice but to participate
in regular upgrades. When its provider
made the move to web-based technology,
Western purchased hardware and made
significant infrastructure changes. "It is
almost like a whole new implementation," he reflects. "We had to invest a lot
into our hardware. Web technology takes
up a lot more resources." Outside of this
major upgrade, Western spends about 10%
to 15% of the purchase price each year for
support and maintenance.
With these kinds of costs involved,
Datatel's Williams van Rooij points out
that planning should be based on the
needs and available resources of the
institution. This approach applies to any
enhancements a university decides to
implement to further its strategic goals.
For instance, UNBC is planning to deploy
an enterprise-wide imaging system that
would create and store electronic images
of any source documents still received in
paper. "That is one of the strategic directions identified in terms of administrative
systems," says Pattie. "Now, we are just
trying to figure out how we are going to
fund that project."
As more universities move towards
opening up once-closed systems to users
both within and outside the institution
- through web-enabled applications, university portals, and now, wireless applications - security remains an important
consideration. "Security is, and probably
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"Security policies and procedures
developed by t h e university should be
assessed frequently t o ensure t h a t they
a r e in alignment with t h e latest technology."

always will be, a major concern," agrees
Glen Soule, Business Development Officer
at CIBER Canada. "But, as more vendors
develop internet-enabled applications for
their customers, and as more institutions
implement these kinds of solutions, the
tools to deal with security issues become
ever more sophisticated and robust." He
notes that, even in the absence of a system
implementation, security policies and
procedures developed by the university
should be assessed frequently to ensure
that they are in alignment with the latest
technology.
As UNBC prepares to deploy an enterprise wide reporting portal, it is dealing
with these security issues. "You will be able
to go into the portal, sign on once, and have
access to all the reporting systems you are
authorized to see," says Pattie. She notes
th.it today's user has no time or patience
for entering security information multiple
times. When the student portal is launched,
in the near future, students will have one
access point to all the university systems
and resources, regardless with what
administrative area they are interacting.
Pattie adds that, although the student
portal is not core to the administrative
business of the university, it is core to
the student's ability to transact with the
university.
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"Ultimately, we will be measured not
against other universities but against
Chaptersor Indigo," saysGagne. "Students
are more service aware and more service
sensitive." Just as Y2K once pushed universities forward, students' expectations are
propelling many of today's advances.
"There are a lot of things we could do
and have the technology and expertise to
do," cautions Gagne. "We have to have
good processes to set priorities as to what
will provide value and improve service."
The rise of new solutions such as portals spawns new issues such as content
management and internationalization of
institutions. While trying to keep up with
technologies as they evolve, universities
must focus more than ever on the need for
strong strategic planning.
At one time, the IT department once
led the decisions and business users had to
take what was developed for them. "Now,
we have turned that around," says Jursza.
"The onus is on the business users to set
the planning. We ask them what they want,
when they want it, and what it is supposed
to achieve. They are the what and we are
the how." 7W
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